
How EnPot Works

Transforming the worlds’ aluminium smelters into ‘virtual batteries’.
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Figure 1  
Without EnPot
First, let’s look at how smelters work 
without EnPot installed.

Half of the energy used in an 
aluminium ‘reduction cell’ is used to 
make metal, the other half is lost as 
waste heat to preserve the delicate 
energy balance of the cell. 

Heat loss from the top is by fume 
gas extraction to the Gas Treatment 
Centre. Heat loss from the sides and 
bottom is by natural convection to 
the pot surrounds. 

Figure 2

With EnPot
With EnPot the delicate heat 
balance required for stable, efficient 
pot operation is achieved.  
This enables smelters to vary their 
energy consumption indefinitely, to 
produce exactly as much aluminium 
as required.

The system is designed for maximum 
sidewall coverage; therefore, the 
number and size of heat exchangers 
is smelter specific.

Figure 1
The energy lost as waste heat, prior to fitting with EnPot, is distributed as such:
50% from the top of the cell
35% from the sides
15% from the bottom.

Figure 2
1. Shell heat exchangers
2. Branch ducts
3. Main duct
4. Suction fan
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Smelting cell and heat loss without EnPot



Figure 4
• The internal design of the 

EnPot heat exchangers create 

enhanced turbulent heat 

transfer, for maximum cooling 

effect.

• The exchangers also incorporate 

an insulating layer so when air 

flow is reduced below the neutral 

point (see Figure 6 below) they 

act as insulators, decreasing 

heat loss from the cell.

• Hence, the EnPot system can 

act in either cooling mode or 

insulating mode with the turn of 

a dial.

• In the case of a power outage, 

the EnPot system can be used 

at maximum insulation mode to 

significantly extend the viable 

recovery time of the potline.

EnPot patented Shell Heat Exchanger units

EnPot installation - detail
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Figure 3
• Suction fan draws ambient air 

from the potroom basement 

through the shell heat 

exchanger.

• The (now) heated air is extracted 

from the shell heat exchanger 

exit, through the ducting network 

and expelled to the atmosphere 

as low grade waste heat.

• Note: The EnPot system does not 

use this waste heat, making it 

available to the smelter for other 

purposes.
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Power modulation requires precise  
heat balance control
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A smelter without EnPot requires fixed 
energy input to maintain constant 
heat balance. Even small variations in 
energy input will upset the heat balance 
causing harm to the process and may 
require compensatory actions by the 
smelter. 

The EnPot system requires a small 
amount of airflow to maintain heat 
balance to the pre-EnPot level.

An increase in amperage results in an 
increase in production and an increased 
cooling requirement. This requires more 
air flow to maintain heat balance and to 
extract the additional excess heat.

A decrease in amperage results in a 

decrease in production and smelter power 

consumption. The decreased cooling 

requirement decreases air flow to insulate 

the pot and maintain heat balance. This 

prevents cooling or catastrophic freezing of 

the pot’s contents. 

Figure 5 - Without EnPot
• Natural heat loss only
• Power setpoint with very limited 

flexibility

Figure 6 - With EnPot

Neutral Mode

• Minimal airflow provided by suction 
needed to maintain existing heat 
balance

Figure 7 - With EnPot

Cooling Mode
• Increased smelter power 

consumption
• Increased fan speed means 

increased cooling to maintain 
heat balance

Figure 8 - With EnPot

Insulation Mode 
• Decreased smelter power 

consumption
• Decreased fan speed to 

maintain heat balance

Base load energy usage without EnPot

Base load energy usage with EnPot - neutral mode

Increased energy usage with EnPot - cooling mode

Decrease energy usage with EnPot insulating mode



Working EnPot Installation

EnPot shell heat exchangers 
mounted onto the potshell
• Image shows exchangers mounted on a pot (blue 

arrow), and connected to an intermediate manifold 
(green arrow). The mounting system is spring loaded 
and non-intrusive and can be fitted while the pot is in 
operation.

Shell heat exchangers connected to 
intermediate manifolds
• Image shows intermediate manifolds (green arrow) 

connected to branch ducts (three in this image) (blue 
arrow). The heat exchangers are out of sight.

Once the floor covering is put back in place the EnPot 
system is non-intrusive and does not impede normal 
potroom operations.



Manifold connection to main duct
• Image is taken from the basement (below the 

operating floor level) perspective, it shows two branch 
ducts exiting from pot (blue arrow) and connecting to 
the main duct (green arrow).

Extraction fan and exhaust
• The fan system includes one main fan (blue arrow) as 

well as a reserve. In this case the fans are connected 
to a noise reduction chimney (green arrow).

• The fan is the only moving part of the entire EnPot 
system and requires negligible auxiliary power to 
operate.


